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Abstract
We give a proof of Fatou’s Theorem for censored -stable processes in a bounded C1;1 open
set D where ∈ (1; 2). As an application of Fatou’s Theorem, we show that the harmonic measure
for such censored -stable process is mutually absolutely continuous with respect to the surface
measure of @D. Fatou’s Theorem is also established for operators obtained from the generator
of the censored -stable process through non-local Feynman–Kac transforms. Fatou’s Theorem
for censored relativistic stable processes is also true as a consequence.
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1. Introduction
Fatou (1906) showed that bounded harmonic functions in the open unit disk have
non-tangential limits almost everywhere on the unit circle. Later, Fatou’s Theorem has
been extended to some general open sets (see Aikawa, 2001; Hunt and Wheeden,
1968a; Hunt and Wheeden, 1968b; Jerison and Kenig, 1982 for analytic approaches).
Probabilistic methods of proving Fatou’s Theorem have been developed by various
authors. The idea of proving Fatou’s Theorem using the boundary Harnack Principle
has its roots in Doob (1984, 1957). Using this idea, Fatou’s Theorem for Brownian
Motion (classical sense) and those for various di?usion processes were proved (see,
for example, Bass, 1995; Chen et al., 1997; Doob, 1984; Durrett, 1984). In Chen et al.
(1997), Fatou’s Theorem is established for a family of elliptic operators in the unit
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ball of Cn with n¿ 2. An interesting fact in Chen et al. (1997) is that the bound-
ary approaching region increases from Stolz one to Koranyi tangential region as the
parameter runs from 0 to 1=2 while the corresponding elliptic operator evolves from
Laplacian to the (degenerate) invariant Laplacian on Cn. So far Fatou’s Theorem has
mainly been established for elliptic di?erential operators or equivalently, di?usion pro-
cesses. In this paper, we prove Fatou’s Theorem for discontinuous transient censored
stable processes in bounded C1;1 open set D.
Censored stable processes have recently been studied in Bogdan et al. (to appear)
and in Chen and Kim (2002), Chen and Kim (2003). Roughly speaking, for ∈ (0; 2)
a censored -stable process Y in an open set D ⊂ Rn is a process obtained from a
symmetric -stable LGevy process by restricting its LGevy measure to D. In other words,
a censored stable process is forced to ‘stay’ inside D. It was shown in Bogdan et al.
(to appear) that when D is a bounded Lipschitz open set, the censored -stable process
Y in D is recurrent if 6 1 and is transient with Inite lifetime 	 when ¿ 1. In
the latter case, with probability one, the process Yt approaches to a boundary point
of D as t ↑ 	. This fact prompts us to study Fatou’s Theorem for -censored stable
processes for ¿ 1 and to investigate whether the approaching region depends on 
or not. In Chen and Kim (2002), two sided estimates are obtained for Green functions
and Martin Kernels of censored -stable process in a bounded C1;1 open set, where
∈ (1; 2). These estimates are the key in proving that Fatou’s Theorem for -censored
stable processes is true for a bounded C1;1 open set D.
Our result seems to be the Irst Fatou’s type Theorem for nonlocal operators
or discontinuous processes. We further show that, under suitable conditions, Fatou’s
theorem holds for non-local operators obtained from the generator of a censored
-stable process through nonlocal Feynman–Kac transforms. As a consequence, we
obtain the Fatou’s Theorem for censored relativistic stable processes in bounded C1;1
open sets.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall the deInition of censored
stable process and collect known facts concerning censored stable process, harmonic
function and Green function from Bogdan et al. (to appear), Chen and Kim (2002).
Section 3 contains the proof of Fatou’s Theorem for transient censored stable pro-
cesses in bounded C1;1 open set D. We mainly follow Doob’s approach and use the
estimates of the Green functions and the Martin kernels obtained in Chen and Kim
(2002) extensively. If n=2 and D is a ball, we show that our result is best possible. As
an application of Fatou’s Theorem, we show that the harmonic measure for a censored
-stable process is mutually absolutely continuous with respect to the surface measure
on @D.
In Section 4, we recall the deInition of new Kato classes from Chen (2002), and
nonlocal Feynman–Kac transforms from Chen (2002), Chen and Kim (2003). Then
we show Fatou’s Theorem for non-local operators obtained from a transient censored
stable process through non-local Feynman–Kac transforms. As a consequence, Fatou’s
Theorem for censored relativistic stable processes is established.
In this paper, we use “:=” as a way of deInition, which is read as “is deIned to be”.
For functions f and g, notation “f ≈ g” means that there exist constants c2 ¿c1 ¿ 0
such that c1g6f6 c2g. The letter c, with or without subscripts, signiIes a constant
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whose value is unimportant and which may change from location to location, even
within a line.
2. Preliminaries
We recall the deInition of censored stable process and its equivalent characterizations
from Bogdan et al. (to appear). Let X = {Xt} denote a symmetric -stable process in
Rn with ∈ (0; 2) and n¿ 1, that is, let Xt be a LGevy process whose transition density
p(t; y − x) relative to the Lebesgue measure is given by the Fourier transform,∫
Rn
eix·p(t; x) dx = e−t||

:
It is well known (cf. (1.2.20) of Blumenthal and Getoor, 1968 and Example 1.4.1 of
Fukushima et al., 1994) that the Dirichlet form (FR
n
;C) associated with X is given by
C(u; v) =
1
2
A(n;−)
∫
Rn
∫
Rn
(u(x)− u(y))(v(x)− v(y))
|x − y|n+ dx dy; (2.1)
FR
n
=
{
u∈L2(Rn) :
∫
Rn
∫
Rn
(u(x)− u(y))2
|x − y|n+ dx dy¡∞
}
; (2.2)
where
A(n;−) = 2
−1((+ n)=2)
n=2(1− =2) :
Every function u in FR
n
has a quasi-continuous version and it is this version that will
be used hereafter for u∈FRn .
Given an open set D ⊂ Rn, deIne D = inf{t ¿ 0 : Xt 
∈ D}. Let XDt (!) = Xt(!) if
t ¡ D(!) and set XDt (!)= @ if t¿ D(!), where @ is a coNn state added to Rn. The
process XD, i.e., the process X killed upon leaving D, is called the symmetric -stable
process in D. The Dirichlet form of XD on L2(D; dx) is (FD;C), where
FD = {f∈FRn : f = 0 q:e: on Dc}:
Here q.e. is the abbreviation for quasi-everywhere (cf. Fukushima et al., 1994). For
u; v∈FD, by (2.1),
C(u; v) =
1
2
A(n;−)
∫
D
∫
D
(u(x)− u(y))(v(x)− v(y))
|x − y|n+ dx dy
+
∫
D
u(x)v(x)D(x) dx;
where
D(x) =A(n;−)
∫
Dc
1
|x − y|n+ dy
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is the density of the killing measure of XD. We will use Cc(D) (C∞c (D)) to denote the
space of continuous (smooth) functions in D with compact support. It is well known
that FD is the C1-closure of C∞c (D), where C1 = C + (·; ·)L2(D). Note that typically,
limt↑D Xt exists and belongs to D.
DeIne a bilinear form E on C∞c (D):
E(u; v) =
1
2
A(n;−)
∫
D
∫
D
(u(x)− u(y))(v(x)− v(y))
|x − y|n+ dx dy; u; v∈C
∞
c (D):
Using Fatou’s lemma, it is easy to check that the bilinear form (C∞c (D);E) is closable
in L2(D; dx). Let
F be the closure of C∞c (D) under the Hilbert inner product E1 = E+(·; ·)L2(D):
As it is noted in Bogdan et al. (to appear) (F;E) is Markovian and hence a regular
Dirichlet form on L2(D; dx) (cf. Theorem 3.1.1 of Fukushima et al., 1994) and therefore
there is a Hunt process Y associated with it. This process Y is called the censored
-stable process in D. There are other ways to construct a censored stable processes.
The following was proved in Bogdan et al. (to appear).
Theorem 2.1 (Bogdan et al., to appear). The following processes have the same dis-
tribution:
(1) The symmetric Hunt process Y associated with the regular Dirichlet form (F;E)
on L2(D; dx);
(2) The strong Markov process Y obtained from the symmetric -stable process XD
in D through the Ikeda–Nagasawa–Watanabe piecing together procedure;
(3) The process Y obtained from XD through the Feynman–Kac transform
e
∫ t
0 D(X
D
s ) ds.
The Ikeda–Nagasawa–Watanabe piecing together procedure mentioned in (2) goes as
follows. Let Yt(!)=XDt (!) for t ¡ D(!). If X
D
D−(!) 
∈ D, set Yt(!)=@ for t¿ D(!).
If XDD−(!)∈D, let YD(!) = XDD−(!) and glue an independent copy of XD starting
from XDD−(!) to YD(!). Iterating this procedure countably many times, we obtain a
process on D which is a version of the strong Markov process Y ; the procedure works
for every starting point in D.
The following theorem is a special case of Theorem 2.9 of Bogdan et al. (to appear).
Theorem 2.2. Suppose that D ⊂ Rn is a bounded Lipschitz open set, i.e., D lies above
the graph of a Lipschitz function in a neighborhood of every boundary point.
(1) If 6 1 then the censored symmetric -stable process Y in D is conservative and
will never approach @D;
(2) If ¿ 1 then the process Y in D is transient with ;nite lifetime 	. Moreover,
Px(limt↑	Yt ∈ @D; 	¡∞) = 1 for all x∈D.
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Recall that a bounded open set D in Rn is said to be C1;1 if there is a localization
radius r0 ¿ 0 and a constant !¿ 0 such that for every Q∈ @D, there is a C1;1-function
#= #Q : Rn−1 → R satisfying #(0) = 0; ‖∇#‖∞6!; |∇#(x)−∇#(z)|6!|x − z|,
and an orthonormal coordinate system y = (y1; : : : ; yn−1; yn) := (y˜; yn) such that
B(Q; r0) ∩ D = B(Q; r0) ∩ {y : yn ¿#(y˜)}. The pair (r0; !) is called the character-
istics of the C1;1 open set D.
The following two-sided estimate for the Green function of censored -stable process
Y with 1¡¡ 2 in a bounded C1;1 open set D is recently obtained in Chen and Kim
(2002).
Theorem 2.3. Let D be a bounded C1;1 open set in Rn and Y be the censored -stable
process in D with ∈ (1; 2). There is a unique positive jointly continuous function
G(x; y) on D × D except along the diagonal such that∫
D
G(x; y)f(y) dy = Ex
[∫ 	
0
f(Ys) ds
]
for every Borel function f¿ 0 on D. Moreover there exists a constant c=c(D; )¿ 1
such that for x; y∈D,
1
c
min
{
1
|x − y|n− ;
'D(x)−1'D(y)−1
|x − y|n−2+
}
6G(x; y)
6 cmin
{
1
|x − y|n− ;
'D(x)−1'D(y)−1
|x − y|n−2+
}
(2.3)
where 'D(x) is the Euclidean distance between x and Dc.
To state Harnack principle for Y , we need the following deInition.
Denition 2.4. Let O be an open subset of D. A Borel measurable function f deIned
on D taking values in (−∞;∞] is said to be
(1) harmonic in O with respect to Y if
Ex[|f(YB)|; B ¡	]¡∞ and f(x) = Ex[f(YB); B ¡	]; x∈B;
for every open set B whose closure is a compact subset of O;
(2) superharmonic in O with respect to Y if f is lower semicontinuous in O and
Ex[f−(YB); B ¡	]¡∞ and f(x)¿Ex[f(YB); B ¡	]; x∈B
for every open set B whose closure is a compact subset of O;
(3) regular harmonic in O with respect to Y if it is harmonic in O with respect to Y
and for each x∈O,
f(x) = Ex[f(YO); O ¡	];
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(4) a harmonic function (a superharmonic function, respectively) with respect to Y if
f is harmonic (superharmonic respectively) in D with respect to Y .
Note that a harmonic function in an open subset O of D with respect to Y is
continuous on O and is in L1(D) (see the sentence following (3.8) in Bogdan et al.
(to appear) and (3.25) in Bogdan et al. (to appear)).
Theorem 2.5 (Bogdan et al. (to appear), Theorem 3.2). Let D ⊂ Rn be an open set
and let Y be the censored process in D. Let x1; x2 ∈D; r¿ 0 with B(x1; r)∪B(x2; r) ⊂
D and k ∈{1; 2; : : :}, such that |x1−x2|¡ 2kr. Then there exists a constant J depending
only on n and , such that
J−12−k(n+)u(x2)6 u(x1)6 J2k(n+)u(x2)
for every nonnegative harmonic function u in B(x1; r) ∪ B(x2; r) with respect to Y .
Throughout this paper, D is a bounded C1;1 open set, ∈ (1; 2) and Ft is the
completed Iltration for Yt , that is,
Ft :=
⋂
x∈D
+(+(Ys : 06 s6 t) ∪Nx)
where Nx is the collection of Px-null set. Fix x0 ∈D and set
M (x; y) :=
G(x; y)
G(x0; y)
; x; y∈D:
It is shown in Chen and Kim (2002) that M (x; z) := limy→z∈@D M (x; y) exists for every
z ∈ @D, which is called the Martin kernel of Y , and that M (x; z) is jointly continuous
in D × @D. The following properties of the Martin kernel and the Martin boundary
with respect to Y is established in Chen and Kim (2002).
Theorem 2.6. For each z ∈ @D; x → M (x; z) is a minimal harmonic function of Y and
there is a constant c = c(x0; D; )¿ 1 such that
1
c
'D(x)−1
|x − z|n−2+ 6M (x; z)6 c
'D(x)−1
|x − z|n−2+ :
This implies that the Martin boundary and the minimal Martin boundary of Y can
all be identi;ed with the Euclidean boundary @D of D.
By Theorems 2.1–2.3, Y is a transient symmetric Hunt process satisfying Hypothesis
(B) in Kunita and Watanabe (1965). Thus non-negative superharmonic functions with
respect to Y admit a Martin representation. That is, for every superharmonic function
u¿ 0 with respect to Y , there is a unique Radon measure -1 in D and a Inite measure
-2 on @D such that
u(x) =
∫
D
G(x; y)-1(dy) +
∫
@D
M (x; z)-2(dz): (2.4)
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Furthermore, u is a harmonic function with respect to Y if and only if the measure
-1 = 0.
3. Fatou’s Theorem for censored stable process
In this section, we establish Fatou’s Theorem for censored -stable process in a
bounded C1;1 open set D where ∈ (1; 2). Note that when 6 1, every harmonic
function with respect to censored -stable process Y in D is constant because Y is
recurrent. We will use Doob’s idea of proving Fatou’s Theorem for Brownian motion
(for example, Bass, 1995; Doob, 1984; Durrett, 1984). We Irst show that the Martin
kernel is the Radon–Nikodyn derivative between harmonic measures with two di?erent
starting points. Let
.(dz) := Px0
(
lim
t↑	
Yt ∈ dz
)
be the harmonic measure of Y in D.
Lemma 3.1. For x∈D,
Px
(
lim
t↑	
Yt ∈A
)
=
∫
A
M (x; w).(dw)
where A is a Borel subset of @D.
Proof. By the Martin representation, there is a unique Inite measure -A on @D such
that
Px
(
lim
t↑	
Yt ∈A
)
=
∫
@D
M (x; w)-A(dw) for every x∈D: (3.1)
Take x = x0, we have
-A(@D) = Px0
(
lim
t↑	
Yt ∈A
)
= .(A): (3.2)
If A ∩ B= ∅, then for every x∈D∫
@D
M (x; w)-A∪B(dw) =Px
(
lim
t↑	
Yt ∈A ∪ B
)
=Px
(
lim
t↑	
Yt ∈A
)
+ Px
(
lim
t↑	
Yt ∈B
)
=
∫
@D
M (x; w)(-A + -B)(dw):
By the uniqueness in Martin representation (2.4),
-A∪B = -A + -B if A ∩ B= ∅: (3.3)
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For every subset A ⊂ @D, we let SA; A◦ and S@A be the closure of A, the interior
of A and the boundary of A, respectively, with respect to the relative topology on
@D. We Irst claim that supp(-A) ⊂ SA for every Borel subset A ⊂ @D. For a proper
Borel subset A of @D, deIne -1A := -A|A1 where A1 = {x∈ @D; dist (x; A)¿1}. Then
by Theorem 2.6 and Fubini’s Theorem,
∫
M (x; w)-1A(dw) is a harmonic function with
respect to Y and goes to 0 as x → w′ ∈ @D \ A1=2. If w′ ∈A1=2, one can easily see that
Px(limt↑	 Yt ∈A) is bounded and regular harmonic in D∩B(w′; 1=4) with respect to Y .
In fact, if x∈D ∩ B(w′; 1=4),
Px
(
lim
t↑	
Yt ∈A
)
=Px
(
lim
t↑	
Yt ∈A; D∩B(w′ ; 1=4) ¡	
)
=Ex
[
PYD∩B(w′ ; 1=4)
(
lim
t↑	
Yt ∈A
)
; D∩B(w′ ; 1=4) ¡	
]
:
Therefore by Theorem 1.2 and Remark 6.2 in Bogdan et al. (to appear), it vanishes
continuously on @D ∩ B(w′; 1=8). So if x → w′ ∈A1=2, then∫
M (x; w)-1A(dw)6Px
(
lim
t↑	
Yt ∈A
)
→ 0:
Therefore by the maximum principle (see Lemma 4.3 in Chen and Kim, 2002),∫
M (x; w)-1A(dw) = 0:
Since M (x; w)¿ 0 for all w∈ @D; -1A ≡ 0 and it is true for every 1¿ 0. Thus
supp(-A) ⊂ SA: (3.4)
On the other hand, if A is a relatively open subset of @D, by (3.3) and (3.4), we
have -A( S@A) = -A1( S@A) where A1 := {x∈A; ' S@A(x)¡1}. But
-A1( S@A)6 -A1(@D) = Px0
(
lim
t↑	
Yt ∈A1
)
= .(A1)→ 0 as 1 → 0:
So -A( S@A) = 0 if A is an open subset of @D with respect to the relative topology
on @D.
Let A and B be open subsets of @D with respect to the relative topology on @D. By
elementary set theory,
B \ A ⊂ (B \ A)◦ ∪ S@A; SA ∩ (B \ A)◦ = ∅ and A \ B ∩ A ∩ B= ∅:
Therefore by (3.3) and (3.4),
-A(B)6 -A(A ∩ B) + -A((B \ A)◦) + -A( S@A) = -A(A ∩ B)
and
-A(A ∩ B) = -A∩B(A ∩ B) + -A\B(A ∩ B) = -A∩B(A ∩ B):
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Now we have by (3.2),
-A(B) = -A(A ∩ B) = -A∩B(A ∩ B) = -A∩B(@D) = .(A ∩ B);
if A and B are open subsets of @D. Thus by CarathGeodary’s Extension Theorem, for
every relatively open sets A of @D,
-A(·) ≡ .(A ∩ ·):
Combining this with (3.1), we have for every open sets A in @D,
Px
(
lim
t↑	
Yt ∈A
)
=
∫
A
M (x; z).(dz):
Using CarathGeodary’s Extension Theorem again, we have for each x∈D,
Px
(
lim
t↑	
Yt ∈A
)
=
∫
A
M (x; z).(dz)
for every Borel subset A of @D.
Remark 3.2. (1) When D = B(x0; 1), the unit ball in Rn centered at x0, the proof of
Lemma 3.1 can be simpliIed signiIcantly using rotational invariant property of the
Martin kernel.
(2) Lemma 3.1 can be obtained from Proposition 12.11 in Kunita and Watanabe
(1965) with h=1 because 1 is a bounded integrable harmonic function in D. Here we
gave a direct proof of Lemma 3.1 for some independent interest.
Proposition 3.3. Given 0¡3¡ 1, there exists c = c(D; ; 3)¿ 1 such that if y∈D
and |y − x0|¿ 2'D(y) then
1
c
G(x0; y)'D(y)n−6Px0 (TB3y ¡ 	)6 cG(x0; y)'D(y)
n− (3.5)
where B3y := B(y; 3'D(y)) and TB3y is the ;rst hitting time of B
3
y.
Proof. First note that x0 
∈ B(y; 'D(y)). Since G(x0; ·) is harmonic in D \ {x0} with
respect to Y , by Theorem 2.5, there exists c = c(D; ; 3)¿ 1 such that
1
c
G(x0; y)'D(y)n6G1B3y(x0)6 cG(x0; y)'D(y)
n: (3.6)
Using the strong Markov property, one can easily see that
Px0 (TB3y ¡ 	) inf
w∈B3y
Ew
∫ 	
0
1B3y(Ys) ds6G1B3y(x0)
6Px0 (TB3y ¡ 	) sup
w∈B3y
Ew
∫ 	
0
1B3y(Ys) ds: (3.7)
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On the other hand, by Theorem 2.3,
c
|w − v|n− ¿G(w; v)
¿
1
c
min
{
1
|w − v|n− ;
'D(w)−1'D(v)−1
|w − v|n−2+
}
¿
1
c
min
{
1;
(
1− 3
23
)2−2} 1
|w − v|n−
for every w; v∈B3y. Therefore we have
Ew
∫ 	
0
1B3y(Ys) ds=
∫
B3y
G(w; v) dv ≈
∫
B3y
dv
|w − v|n− ≈ 'D(y)
 (3.8)
for every w∈B3y. Combining (3.6) – (3.8), we have (3.5).
Remark 3.4. Using Green function estimate for killed -stable process XD obtained
in Chen and Song (1998a) and in Kulczycki (1997), we see that (3.5) is also true
for XD.
Now let (Pzx; Yt) be the M (·; z)-transform of -censored process (Px; Yt), that is,
Pzx(A) := Ex
[
M (Yt; z)
M (x; z)
; A
]
if A∈Ft ∩ {t ¡ 	}. With the convention M (@; z) = 0; Pzx is well deIned for every
A∈F	.
Proposition 3.5. If A∈F	, then∫
K
Pzx0 (A).(dz) = Px0
(
A ∩
{
lim
t↑	
Yt ∈K
})
:
for every Borel subset K of @D.
Proof. Take an increasing sequence of smooth open sets {Dm}m¿1 such that Dm ⊂
Dm+1 and
⋃∞
m=1 Dm=D. Set m=Dm and Ix an A∈Fm . Since M (x0; z)=1 for z ∈D,
we have by Lemma 3.1, Fubini’s Theorem and the strong Markov Property that for
every Borel subset K of @D,∫
K
Pzx0 (A).(dz) =
∫
K
Ex0 [M (Ym ; z);A].(dz)
=Ex0
[∫
K
M (Ym ; z).(dz);A
]
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=Ex0
[
PYm
(
lim
t↑	
Yt ∈K
)
;A
]
=Px0
(
A ∩
{
lim
t↑	
Yt ∈K
})
:
Let m →∞. Then∫
K
Pzx0 (A).(dz) = Px0
(
A ∩
{
lim
t↑	
Yt ∈K
})
(3.9)
for every Borel subset K of @D and A∈⋃m¿1Fm . By monotone class theorem, (3.9)
is true for every Borel subset K of @D and A∈F	.
Denition 3.6. A∈F	 is shift invariant if whenever T ¡	 is a stopping time, 1A ◦
7T = 1A Px-a.s. for every x∈D.
Proposition 3.7 (0-1 law). If A is shift invariant, then x → Pzx(A) is a constant func-
tion which is either 0 or 1.
Proof. The proof is standard. For example, see p. 196 in Bass (1995).
Now we deIne the Stolz domain. For z ∈ @D and 8¿ 1, let
A8z :=
{
y∈D; 'D(y)¡ 'D(x0)2 and |y − z|¡8'D(y)
}
:
The next proposition is the key reason why Fatou’s Theorem for censored -stable
processes is true.
Proposition 3.8. Given z ∈ @D, there exists c = c(D; ; 3; x0)¿ 0 such that if y∈A8z
then
Pzx0 (TB3y ¡ 	)¿c8
−n+2−:
Proof. Since M (·; z) is a harmonic function with respect to Y (see Theorem 2.6), by
the Harnack principle (of Theorem 2.5) we have
Pzx0 (TB3y ¡ 	) = Ex0 [M (YTB3y
; z);TB3y ¡ 	]¿ cPx0 (TB3y ¡ 	)M (y; z):
By Theorem 2.3, Theorem 2.6 and Proposition 3.3,
Px0 (TB3y ¡ 	)M (y; z)¿ cG(x0; y)'D(y)
n−M (y; z)
¿ cG(x0; y)'D(y)n−
'D(y)−1
|y − z|n−2+
¿ c
'D(y)n−2+
|y − z|n−2+ ¿c8
−n+2− if y∈A8z :
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Before proving Fatou’s Theorem, we show a variation of Theorem 2.5 which is an
easy consequence of Lemma 3.1 in Bogdan et al. (to appear).
Proposition 3.9. Given 1¿ 0, there exists 30 = 30(1; ; n)∈ (0; 1) such that whenever
u is a positive harmonic function with respect to Y ,
1
1 + 1
u(z)6 u(y)6 (1 + 1)u(z)
for every y∈D and z ∈B30y .
Proof. Fix y∈D and let 3 := B3y and e(t) := e
∫ t
0 D(X
D
s ) ds. From Lemma 3.1 in
Bogdan et al. (to appear),
∫
B3y
GXB3y(x; z)G
X
B3y
(z; v)
GXB3y(x; v)
D(z) dz6 c(n; )3; x; v∈B3y
where GXB3y denotes the Green function of B
3
y for the symmetric stable process X . By
Khasminskii’s Lemma (cf. Chung and Zhao, 1995),
Evxe(3)6
1
1− c(n; )3 ; v; x∈B
3
y
if we choose 3¿ 0 small enough so that c(n; )3 ¡ 1. Here Evx is the expectation for
the conditional process of X through h-transform with h(·)=GXB3y(·; v); v∈B
3
y. Now Ix
a 3¿ 0 such that
1
1− c(n; )3 ¡ 1 + 1:
By estimates of Poisson kernels of Xt (cf. Chen and Song, 1998b), for every z; w∈B31y
where 0¡31 ¡3,
Ew[u(X3)]6
(
32
32 − 321
)=2(
3+ 31
3− 31
)n
u(z):
Therefore, for every z; w∈B31y
u(w) = Ew[u(XD3 )E
XD3−
w e(3)]
6
1
1− c(n; )3 Ew[u(X3)]
6
1
1− c(n; )3
(
32
32 − 321
)=2(
3+ 31
3− 31
)n
u(z)6 (1 + 1)u(z)
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if 31 ¿ 0 is small. In particular,
1
1 + 1
u(z)6 u(y)6 (1 + 1)u(z)
for every z ∈B31y .
Now we are ready to show Fatou’s Theorem for Y . The proof is standard but we
spell out detail for the reader’s convenience. Recall that .(dz) := Px0 (limt↑	 Yt ∈ dz)
is the harmonic measure of Y in D.
Theorem 3.10. If u is a positive harmonic function with respect to Y , then for .-a.e.
z ∈ @D,
lim
x∈A8z→z
u(x) exists for every 8¿ 1: (3.10)
Proof. Since u(Yt) is a non-negative supermartingale, the martingale convergence
theorem gives
lim
t↑	
u(Yt) exists and is Inite Px0 -a:s:
So by Proposition 3.5, we have
1 =Px0
(
lim
t↑	
u(Yt) exists and is Inite
)
=
∫
@D
Pzx0
(
lim
t↑	
u(Yt) exists and is Inite
)
.(dz):
Therefore, for .-a.e. z ∈ @D
Pzx0
(
lim
t↑	
u(Yt) exists and is Inite
)
= 1: (3.11)
We are going to show that (3.10) holds for z ∈ @D satisfying (3.11). Fix z ∈ @D
satisfying (3.11) and Ix a 8¿ 1. Let
l= lim sup
y∈A8z→z
u(y)
and assume l¡∞. Then for any 1¿ 0, there exists a sequence {yk}∞k=1 ⊂ A8z such
that u(yk)¿l=(1 + 1) and yk → z. By Proposition 3.9, there is 30 ¿ 0 such that
u(w)¿
u(yk)
(1 + 1)
¿
l
(1 + 1)2
(3.12)
for every w∈B30yk .
On the other hand,
Pzx0 (TB30yk
¡ 	 i:o:)¿ lim inf
k→∞
Pzx0 (TB30yk
¡ 	)¿ c8−n+−2 ¿ 0:
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But {T
B
30
yk
¡ 	 i:o:} is shift invariant. Therefore by Proposition 3.7
Pzx0 (Yt hits inInitely many B
30
yk ) = P
z
x0 (TB30yk
¡ 	 i:o:) = 1: (3.13)
From (3.11) – (3.13), we have
lim
t↑	
u(Yt)¿
l
(1 + 1)2
Pzx0 -a:s: for every 1¿ 0:
Letting 1 ↓ 0,
lim
t↑	
u(Yt)¿ lim sup
y∈A8z→z
u(y) Pzx0 -a:s: (3.14)
If l = ∞, then for any M ¿ 1, there exists a sequence {yk}∞k=1 ⊂ A8z such that
u(yk)¿ 2M and yk → z. By Proposition 3.9, there is 31 ¿ 0 such that
u(w)¿
u(yk)
(1 + 1=M)
¿M
for every w∈B31yk . Similarly we have
lim
t↑	
u(Yt)¿M Pzx0 -a:s:
for every M ¿ 1, which is a contradiction because limt↑	 u(Yt) is Inite Pzx0 -a.s. There-
fore l¡∞.
Now let
m= lim inf
y∈A8z→z
u(y)¡∞:
Then for any 1¿ 0, there exists a sequence {zk}∞k=1 ⊂ A8z such that u(zk)¡m(1 + 1)
and zk → z. By Proposition 3.9,
u(w)6 (1 + 1)u(zk)¡ (1 + 1)2m (3.15)
for every w∈B30zk . Similarly we have
Pzx0 (Yt hits inInitely many B
30
zk ) = 1: (3.16)
From (3.11), (3.15) and (3.16), by letting 1 ↓ 0 we have
lim
t↑	
u(Yt)6 lim inf
y∈A8z→z
u(y) Pzx0 -a:s: (3.17)
We conclude from (3.14) and (3.17) that
lim
y∈A8z→z
u(y) exists and is Inite for .-a:e: z ∈ @D:
Remark 3.11. Clearly the above theorem is also true for harmonic functions bounded
from below.
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If u is a bounded harmonic function with respect to Y; u can be recovered from its
non-tangential boundary limit values.
Corollary 3.12. If u is a bounded harmonic function with respect to Y , then for every
x∈D
u(x) = Ex
[
’u
(
lim
t↑	
Yt
)]
;
where ’u(z) := limx∈A8z→z u(x), which is well-de;ned for .-a.e. z ∈ @D. In particular,
if u is a bounded positive harmonic function with respect to Y , then ’u(z) is Radon–
Nikodym derivative of the Martin representing measure -u with respect to ..
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume u is positive and bounded. By
Proposition 3.5 and Theorem 2.2 we have
1 =Px0
(
lim
t↑	
Yt ∈ @D; 	¡∞
)
=
∫
@D
Pzx0
(
lim
t↑	
Yt ∈ @D; 	¡∞
)
.(dz):
Therefore, for .-a.e. z ∈ @D
Pzx0
(
lim
t↑	
Yt ∈ @D; 	¡∞
)
= 1: (3.18)
(3.18) with (3.13) gives us that
Pzx0
(
lim
t↑	
Yt = z
)
= 1
for .-a.e. z ∈ @D. Now take an increasing sequence of smooth open sets {Dm}m¿1 such
that Dm ⊂ Dm+1 and
⋃∞
m=1 Dm = D. Then
1 =Pzx0
(
lim
m→∞ u(YDm ) = limt↑	
u(Yt) = lim
x∈A8z→z
u(x)
)
=Pzx0
(
lim
m→∞ u(YDm ) = ’u(z); limt↑	
Yt = z
)
=Pzx0
(
lim
m→∞ u(YDm ) = ’u
(
lim
t↑	
Yt
))
for .-a.e. z ∈ @D. By Proposition 3.5,
lim
m→∞ u(YDm ) = ’u
(
lim
t↑	
Yt
)
Px-a:s:
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Therefore, by the bounded convergence Theorem, we have
u(x) = lim
m→∞Ex[u(YDm )] = Ex
[
lim
m→∞ u(YDm )
]
= Ex
[
’u
(
lim
t↑	
Yt
)]
for every x∈D. By Lemma 3.1,
u(x) =
∫
@D
M (x; w)’u(w).(dw):
If u is a bounded positive harmonic function with respect to Y , then by Martin repre-
sentation, there is a unique Inite measure -u on @D such that
u(x) =
∫
@D
M (x; w)-u(dw):
Therefore ’u(w).(dw) = -u(dw), that is, ’u(z) is Radon–Nikodym derivative of -u
with respect to ..
Remark 3.13. The above corollary is not true without boundedness assumption. For
example, for every z1 ∈ @D; u(x) := M (x; z1) cannot have that representation in Corol-
lary 3.12. In fact, we know from Theorem 2.6 that ’u(z)=0 except z= z1. Since {z1}
is polar for X , by Theorem 2.5 (2) in Bogdan et al. (to appear)
Px
(
lim
t↑	
Yt = z1
)
= 0 for every x∈D:
Therefore
Ex
[
’u
(
lim
t↑	
Yt
)]
= 0 for every x∈D;
which is obviously not equal to M (x; z1).
Using Corollary 3.12 and Martin kernel estimate, we can show that the harmonic
measure . of Y is mutually absolutely continuous with respect to the surface
measure +.
Theorem 3.14. . is mutually absolutely continuous with respect to the surface measure
+ on @D.
Proof. Let + be the surface measure on @D. Since D is bounded C1;1 open set, there
exist c1 and c2 depending only on D such that for every x∈D and k¿ 1,
c1(2'D(x))n−16 +(@D ∩ B(zx; 2'D(x))) and
+(@D ∩ B(zx; 2k'D(x)))6 c2(2k'D(x))n−1 (3.19)
where zx ∈ @D and |zx − x|= 'D(x). Let
E1 := {w∈ @D; |w − zx|6 2'D(x)}
and Ek := {w∈ @D; 2k−1'D(x)¡ |w − zx|6 2k'D(x)} for k¿ 2:
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We see that
'D(x)6 |x − w|6 3'D(x) if w∈E1; (3.20)
and for k¿ 2
|x − w|¿ 2k−2'D(x) if w∈Ek: (3.21)
Let
h(x) :=
∫
@D
M (x; w)+(dw);
which is harmonic function with respect to Y with Martin representing measure +.
Then by Martin kernel estimate and (3.19) – (3.21),
h(x)6 c'D(x)−1
∫
@D
+(dw)
|x − w|n−2+
= c'D(x)−1
∞∑
k=1
∫
Ek
+(dw)
|x − w|n−2+
6 c'D(x)−1
∞∑
k=1
+(@D ∩ B(zx; 2k'D(x)))(2k−2'D(x))−n+2−
6 cc2'D(x)−1
( ∞∑
k=1
4n−2+
(2−1)k
)
'D(x)−+1
6 cc2
4n−2+
2−1 − 1 ¡∞ for every x∈D:
Also by Martin kernel estimate, (3.19) and (3.20) we have
h(x)¿ c'D(x)−1
∫
E1
+(dw)
|x − w|n−2+
¿ c3−n+2−'D(x)−n+1+(E1)
¿ cc13−n+2−2n−1 ¿ 0 for every x∈D:
So h is bounded positive harmonic function with respect to Y and there exists c3 ¿ 0
such that
’h(w) := lim
x∈A8w→w
h(x)¿ c3; (3.22)
which is well-deIned for .-a.e. w∈ @D. Therefore by Corollary 3.12,
’h(w).(dw) = +(dw): (3.23)
Eqs. (3.22) and (3.23) imply that . and + are mutually absolutely continuous.
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Remark 3.15. Since P·(limt↑	 Yt ∈A) is a harmonic function with respect to Y for each
Borel subset A ⊂ @D, there exist c1 = c1(x)¿ 0 and c2 = c2(x)¿ 0 such that
c1(x).(A)6Px
(
lim
t↑	
Yt ∈A
)
6 c2(x).(A)
by Theorem 2.5. Therefore Px(limt↑	 Yt ∈ dw) is mutually absolutely continuous with
respect to + on @D for every x∈D.
Theorem 3.14 immediately implies that Fatou’s theorem is true for +-a.e. z ∈ @D.
Theorem 3.16. If u is a positive harmonic function with respect to Y , then for +-a.e.
z ∈ @D,
lim
x∈A8z→z
u(x) exists for every 8¿ 1:
From Proposition 3.7 and the proof of Corollary 3.12, we know that
Pzx
(
lim
t↑	
Yt ∈ @D; 	¡∞
)
= 1
for .-a.e. z ∈ @D and every x∈D. In fact, the stronger result is true. First we show the
following simple Lemma, which is similar to Theorem 2.4 in Chen and Song (1998a).
Lemma 3.17. Suppose O is an open subset in D. If h is harmonic in O with respect
to Y and continuous on SO, then h is regular harmonic in O with respect to Y .
Proof. Take an increasing sequence of smooth open sets {Dm}m¿1 such that Dm ⊂
Dm+1 and
⋃∞
m=1 Dm=O. Set m=Dm . Then m ↑ O and limm→∞ Ym=YO by quasi-left
continuity of Y . Set A= {m = O for some m¿ 1}. Since h is continuous on SO,
lim
m→∞Ex[h(Ym); m ¡O ¡	] = Ex[h(YO);A
c ∩ {O ¡	}]
by dominated convergence theorem. Since h is continuous on SO, we can Ind two
smooth open sets U1 and U2 such that SO ⊂ U1 ⊂ SU 1 ⊂ U2 and h is the bounded on
SU 2. Let r0 ¿ 0 be the Euclidean distance between U1 and D \ U2; l be the diameter
of D and GYU1∩D(x; ·) be the Green function of Y in U1 ∩D. Pick a point z0 ∈D \U2.
Since |v − z|¿ r0=l|v − z0|¿ (r0=l)2|v − z| for every v∈U1 ∩ D and z ∈D \ U2, we
have, by LGevy system,
Ex[|h|(YU1∩D)1{YU1∩D∈D\U2}] =
∫
D\U2
|h|(z)
∫
U1∩D
GYU1∩D(x; v)
|v− z|n+ dv dz
6
(
l
r0
)n+ ∫
D\U2
|h|(z) dz
∫
U1∩D
GYU1∩D(x; v)
|v− z0|n+ dv
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6 c
(
l
r0
)2(n+)
‖h‖L1(D)
∫
D\U1
∫
U1∩D
GY (x;v)U1∩D
|v− z|n+ dv dz
= c
(
l
r0
)2(n+)
‖h‖L1(D)Px(YU1∩D ∈D \ U1)¡∞:
Therefore
Ex[|h|(YO); O¡	]6Ex[|h|(YO)1{YO∈U2∩D}]+Ex[|h|(YU1∩D)1{YU1∩D∈D\U2}]¡∞:
Thus by the dominated convergence theorem,
h(x) = lim
m→∞Ex[h(Ym); m ¡	]
= lim
m→∞Ex[h(YO); m = O ¡	] + limm→∞Ex[h(Ym); m ¡O ¡	]
=Ex[h(YO); O ¡	]:
Theorem 3.18. Pzx(limt↑	 Yt = z; 	¡∞) = 1, for every x∈D and z ∈ @D.
Proof. We Ix x∈D and z ∈ @D. Let SY be the reUected -stable process on SD so that Y
can be identiIed SY killed upon leaving D (see Bogdan et al., to appear). Let p(t; a; b)
and Sp(t; a; b) be the transition density functions for Y and SY respectively (see Theorem
1.1 in Chen and Kumagai (to appear) for the existence of Sp(t; a; b)). Since
lim
m→∞
∫
D
p(m; x; y) dy = lim
m→∞Px(	¿m) = Px(	=∞) = 0;
there exists a subsequence {mk}k¿1 such that limk→∞ p(mk; x; y) = 0 for a.e. y∈D.
By Theorem 1.1 in Chen and Kumagai (to appear), there exists c1 = c1(; SD) such that
sup
(a;b)∈ SD× SD
Sp(1; a; b)¡c1:
So M (y; z)p(mk; x; y)6M (y; z) Sp(mk; x; y) = M (y; z)Ex[ Sp(1; SYmk−1; y)]¡c1M (y; z),
which is in L1(D) by Martin kernel estimate. Therefore by dominated convergence
theorem,
Pzx(	=∞) = limk→∞P
z
x(	¿mk)
= lim
k→∞
1
M (x; z)
Ex[M (Ymk ; z); 	¿mk ]
= lim
k→∞
1
M (x; z)
∫
D
M (y; z)p(mk; x; y) dy = 0:
Now we claim that Pzx(limt↑	 Yt = z)=1. The proof of this claim is well-known (see
Theorem 5.9 in Chung and Zhao, 1995 and Theorem 3.17 in Chen and Song, 1998a).
We give a sketch of the proof here.
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Let rm ↓ 0; Bm := B(z; rm); Dm := D \ Bm and set Tm := TBm and Rm = Bm∩D.
We may suppose that x∈Dm. By Martin kernel estimate and Lemma 3.17 we see that
M (·; z) is regular harmonic in Dm with respect to Y . So
M (x; z) = Ex[M (YDm ; z)] = Ex[M (YTm ; z);Tm ¡	] =M (x; z)P
z
x(Tm ¡	):
It follows that for all m¿ 1 we have Pzx(Tm ¡	) = 1. Let Lk := supy∈Bck∩D M (y; z)
¡∞. For k ¡m,
Pzx[Tm ¡	; Rk ◦ 7Tm ¡	]6
Lk
M (x; z)
Px(Tm ¡	):
Since Px(	¡∞) = 1 and {z} is polar for Y (see Remark 3.13), we have
lim sup
m→∞
Px(Tm ¡	)6Px(T{z}6 	)6Px(T{z}¡∞) = 0:
The rest of the proof is the same as the proof in Theorem 3.17 in Chen and Song
(1998a).
Now suppose that n=2; D=B := B(x0; 1) and +1 is the normalized surface measure
on @B. Littlewood showed in Littlewood (1927) that the Stolz domain is the best
possible one for classical Fatou’s Theorem in B (see Burdzy, 1987 for a probabilistic
approach). Using his method, we can show that our result is the best possible one.
First we modify the proof of Lemma 2 in Littlewood (1927) using Theorem 2.6.
Lemma 3.19 (Littlewood (1927), Lemma 2, also see Aikawa (1990)): Suppose U is
a measurable function on @B such that 06U6 1. Let
u(x) :=
∫
@B
M (x; w)U (w)+1(dw) =
1
2
∫ 2
0
M (x; ei7)U (ei7) d7;
where x∈B. Suppose that 0¡3¡ and U (ei7) = 1 for 70 − 36 76 70 + 3. Then
there exists a '= '(1; ) such that 1− 16 u(Bei70 )6 1 if B¿ 1− 3'.
Proof. First, it is clear that
u(x) =
∫
@B
M (x; w)U (w)+1(dw)6
∫
@B
M (x; w)+1(dw) ≡ 1
for every x∈B.
Let V := 12 (U − 1) so that |V |6 1 and V = 0 for 70 − 36 76 70 + 3. If (1− B)=
3¡'¡ 2=,
|Bei70 − ei7|¿ |ei70 − ei7| − (1− B)
¿ 2
∣∣∣∣sin
(
70 − 7
2
)∣∣∣∣− '|70 − 7|
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¿
2

|70 − 7| − '|70 − 7|
=
(
2

− '
)
|70 − 7|
for |70 − 7|¿3. So we have, by Theorem 2.6,
∣∣∣∣∣ 12
∫ 2
0
M (Bei70 ; ei7)V (ei7) d7
∣∣∣∣∣6 c
∫ 2
0
|V (ei7)|
|Bei70 − ei7| d7(1− B)
−1
6 c(1− B)−1
(
2

− '
)− ∫
|70−7|¿3
d7
|70 − 7|
6 c(1− B)−1
(
2

− '
)− 2
− 1 3
1−
6
c'−1
(− 1)(2=− ') :
Therefore, if '6 1=,
u(Bei70 ) =
1
2
∫ 2
0
M (Bei70 ; ei7)(1 + 2V (ei7)) d7
¿ 1− c'
−1
(− 1)(2=− ')
¿ 1− c0
'−1
− 1 :
For any 1¿ 0; ' := min{( 1(−1)c0 )1=(−1); 1} will do.
Once we have this Lemma, the rest of the details are the same as those in Littlewood
(1927). A curve C0 is called a tangential curve in B which ends on @B if C0 ∩ @B =
{w0}∈ @B; C0 \ {w0} ⊂ B and there are no r ¿ 0 and 8¿ 1 such that C0 ∩B(w0; r) ⊂
A8w0 ∩ B(w0; r).
Theorem 3.20 (Littlewood, 1927, Theorem): Let C0 be a tangential curve in B which
ends on @B and let C7 be the rotation of C0 about x0 through an angle 7. Then there
exists a bounded harmonic function u with respect to Y with B := B(x0; 1) such that
for a.e. 7∈ [0; 2] with respect to Lebesgue measure,
lim
|x|→1; x∈C7
u(x) does not exist:
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4. Fatou’s Theorem under nonlocal Feynman–Kac transforms
First we recall the following deInitions from Chen (2002) and specify it for the
censored process Y . We call a positive measure - on D a smooth measure of Y if
there is a positive continuous additive functional (PCAF in abbreviation) A of Y such
that ∫
D
f(x)-(dx)= ↑ lim
t↓0
∫
D
Ex
[
1
t
∫ t
0
f(Ys) dAs
]
dx (4.1)
for any Borel f¿ 0. Here ↑ limt↓0 means the quantity is increasing as t ↓ 0. The mea-
sure - is called the Revuz measure of A. It is known that Ex[A∞] =
∫
D G(x; y)-(dy).
For a signed measure -, we use -+ and -− to denote its positive and negative parts
respectively. If u+ and -− are smooth measures of Y and A+ and A− are their corre-
sponding PCAFs of Y , then we say the continuous additive functional A := A+ − A−
of Y has (signed) Revuz measure -. Let d denote the diagonal of D × D.
Denition 4.1. Suppose that A is a continuous additive functional of Y with Revuz
measure .. Let A+ and A− be the PCAFs (positive continuous additive functionals) of
Y with Revuz measures .+ and .− respectively. Let |A|=A+ +A− and |.|= .+ + .−.
(1) The measure . (or the continuous additive functional A) is said to be in the class
S∞(Y ) if for any 1¿ 0 there is a Borel subset K =K(1) of Inite |.|-measure and
a constant '= '(1)¿ 0 such that
sup
(x; z)∈(D×D)\d
∫
D\K
G(x; y)G(y; z)
G(x; z)
|.|(dy)6 1
and for all measurable set B ⊂ K with |.|(B)¡',
sup
(x; z)∈(D×D)\d
∫
B
G(x; y)G(y; z)
G(x; z)
|.|(dy)6 1:
(2) A function q is said to be in the class S∞(Y ), if .(dx) := q(x) dx is in the class
S∞(Y ).
Recall that the LGevy system (ND;HD) for the killed -stable process XD in D is
ND(x; dy) =
A(n;−)
|x − y|n+ dy; N
D(x; @) = D(x) and HDt = t;
while the LGevy system (NY ; HY ) for Y is given by
NY (x; dy) =
A(n;−)
|x − y|n+ dy; N
Y (x; @) = 0 and HYt = t
(see Chen and Kim, 2003; Chen and Song, to appear; for details).
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Denition 4.2. Suppose F is a bounded function on D×D vanishing on the diagonal.
Let
-|F|(dx) :=
(∫
D
|F(x; y)|NY (x; dy)
)
dx:
F is said to be in the class A∞(Y ) if for any 1¿ 0 there is a Borel subset K = K(1)
of Inite -|F|-measure and a constant '= '(1)¿ 0 such that
sup
(x;w)∈(D×D)\d
∫
(D×D)\(K×K)
G(x; y)
|F(y; z)|G(z; w)
G(x; w)
|y − z|−−n dy dz6 1
and for all measurable sets B ⊂ K with -|F|(B)¡',
sup
(x;w)∈(D×D)\d
∫
(B×D)∪(D×B)
G(x; y)
|F(y; z)|G(z; w)
G(x; w)
|y − z|−−n dy dz6 1:
As it is remarked in Chen (2002), it follows from measure theory that the Borel set
in above DeInitions 4.1–4.2 can be taken to be compact.
For a smooth measure - associated with a continuous additive functional A- and a
Borel function F on D × D that vanishes along the diagonal, deIne
eA-+F(t) := exp
(
A-t +
∑
0¡s6t
F(Ys−; Ys)
)
; t¿ 0:
In the remainder of this section, let -∈S∞(Y ) and F ∈A∞(Y ) such that the gauge
function x → Ex[eA-+F(	)] is bounded. It leads us a SchrVodinger semigroup
Qtf(x) := Ex[eA-+F(t)f(Yt)]; x∈D:
For x; y∈D, let Eyx denote the expectation for the conditional process starting from x
obtained from Y through Doob’s h-transform with h(·)=G(·; y). By Lemma 3.9 of Chen
(2002), the Green function for the SchrVodinger semigroup {Qt; t¿ 0} is V (x; y) =
Eyx [eA-+F(	y)]G(x; y), that is,∫
D
V (x; y)f(y) dy =
∫ ∞
0
Qtf(x) dt = Ex
[∫ ∞
0
eA-+F(t)f(Yt) dt
]
for any Borel measurable function f¿ 0 on D. V (x; y) is comparable to G(x; y) on
(D × D) \ d by Theorem 3.10 in Chen (2002).
To state Fatou’s theorem for the SchrVodinger operator corresponding to Qt , we need
the following deInition.
Denition 4.3. A Borel function u deIned on D is said to be (-; F)-harmonic if
Ex[eA-+F(B)|u(YB)|]¡∞ and Ex[eA-+F(B)u(YB)] = u(x); x∈B;
for every open set B whose closure is a compact subset of D.
We are now in the position to show Fatou’s theorem for Qt .
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Theorem 4.4. If u is a non-negative (-; F)-harmonic function, then for +-a.e. z ∈ @D,
lim
x∈A8z→z
u(x) exists for every 8¿ 1:
Proof. For x∈D and w∈ @D, let u(x; w) := Ewx [eA-+F(	w)] where Ewx is the expectation
for the conditional process of Y obtained through h-transform with h(·) = M (·; w). It
is showed in Chen and Kim (2003) that, for any w∈ @D and x∈D,
u(x; w) = lim
y∈D→w
Eyx [eA-+F(	
y)]
and
(u(x; w)− 1)M (x; w) =
∫
D
V (x; z)M (z; w)-(dz) +
∫
D
V (x; y)
×
(∫
D
(eF(y;z) − 1)M (z; w)NY (y; dz)
)
dy; (4.2)
which implies that for every w∈ @D and x∈D,
K(x; w) := lim
y∈D→w
V (x; y)
V (x0; y)
=M (x; w)
u(x; w)
u(x0; w)
(4.3)
(see Section 3 in Chen and Kim (2003) for details). By the Martin representation for
Qt obtained in Chen and Kim (2003), there is a Inite measure -1 on @D such that
u(x) =
∫
@D
K(x; w)-1(dw); x∈D:
Let
-1(dw) :=
-1(dw)
u(x0; w)
;
which is a Inite measure on @D because of (3.16) in Chen (2002). Using (4.2) and
(4.3), we have
u(x) =
∫
@D
K(x; w)u(x0; w)-1(dw)
=
∫
@D
M (x; w)u(x; w)-1(dw)
=
∫
@D
M (x; w)-1(dw) +
∫
@D
M (x; w)(u(x; w)− 1)-1(dw)
=
∫
@D
M (x; w)-1(dw) +
∫
@D
[∫
D
V (x; z)M (z; w)-(dz)
+
∫
D
V (x; y)
(∫
D
(eF(y;z) − 1)M (z; w)NY (y; dz)
)
dy
]
-1(dw):
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Let
h(x) :=
∫
@D
M (x; w)-1(dw);
which is a harmonic function with respect to Y (and is continuous in D) and let
g(x) :=
∫
@D
[∫
D
V (x; z)M (z; w)-(dz)
+
∫
D
V (x; y)
(∫
D
(eF(y;z) − 1)M (z; w)NY (y; dz)
)
dy
]
-1(dw):
By Tonelli’s Theorem, for every x∈D, we have
|g(x)|6
∫
@D
[∫
D
V (x; z)M (z; w)|-|(dz)
+
∫
D
V (x; y)
(∫
D
(e|F(y;z)| − 1)M (z; w)NY (y; dz)
)
dy
]
-1(dw)
=
∫
D
V (x; z)h(z)|-|(dz)
+
∫
D×D
V (x; y)(e|F(y;z)| − 1)h(z)NY (y; dz) dy
6M
[∫
D
G(x; z)h(z)|-|(dz)
+
∫
D×D
G(x; y)(e|F(y;z)| − 1)h(z)NY (y; dz) dy
]
where
M := sup
(x;y)∈D×D\d
Eyx [eA-+F(	
y)]¡∞:
On the other hand, by Theorem 3.16, there is a +-null set B ⊂ @D such that for
every w∈ @D \ B,
lim
x∈A8w→w
h(x) exists for every 8¿ 1:
Now we Ix a w0 ∈ @D \ B. We will show that
lim
x∈A8w0→w0
u(x) exists for every 8¿ 1:
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Let
L := max
{
lim
x∈A8w0→w0
h(x); 1
}
:
Given 1¿ 0, by a similar argument to those for Proposition 3.1 in Chen and Song
(2003) and Proposition 3.1 in Chen and Song (2002) (also see the remark immediately
following DeInition 4.2), there exists a compact subset K = K(1; L;M) ⊂ D such that∫
D\K
G(x; y)h(y)|-|(dy)6 1h(x)
2LM
for all x∈D
and ∫
(D×D)\(K×K)
G(x; y)(e|F(y;z)| − 1)h(z)NY (y; dz) dy6 1h(x)
2LM
for all x∈D. Thus, for every x∈D,
|g(x)|6M
[∫
K
G(x; z)h(z)|-|(dz) +
∫
D\K
G(x; z)h(z)|-|(dz)
+
∫
K×K
G(x; y)(e|F(y;z)| − 1)h(z)NY (y; dz) dy
+
∫
(D×D)\(K×K)
G(x; y)(e|F(y;z)| − 1)h(z)NY (y; dz) dy
]
6MN
[∫
K
G(x; z)|-|(dz)+
∫
K×K
G(x; y)(e|F(y;z)|−1)NY (y; dz) dy
]
+
1h(x)
L
where
N := sup
y∈K
h(y)¡∞:
Since
{G(x; z)|-|(dz); x∈D}
is uniformly integrable in D and
{G(x; y)(e|F(y;z)| − 1)NY (y; dz) dy; x∈D}
is uniformly integrable in D × D,
lim
x→@D
[∫
D
G(x; z)|-|(dz) +
∫
D×D
G(x; y)(e|F(y;z)| − 1)NY (y; dz) dy
]
=
∫
D
lim
x→@D
G(x; z)|-|(dz) +
∫
D×D
lim
x→@D
G(x; y)(e|F(y;z)| − 1)NY (y; dz) dy = 0
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by Theorem 2.3. Therefore, for every 8¿ 1.
lim
x∈A8w0→w0
|g(x)|6 lim
x∈A8w0→w0
1h(x)
L
+MN lim
x∈A8w0→w0
[∫
D
G(x; z)|-|(dz)
+
∫
D×D
G(x; y)(e|F(y;z)| − 1)NY (y; dz) dy
]
6 1:
Since 1 is arbitrary,
lim
x∈A8w0→w0
|g(x)|= 0 for every 8¿ 1:
So
lim
x∈A8w0→w0
g(x)
exists and is equal to 0 for every 8¿ 1. This proves that
lim
x∈A8w0→w0
u(x) = lim
x∈A8w0→w0
h(x) for every 8¿ 1:
In Chen and Kim (2003), some concrete conditions for -∈S∞(Y ) and F ∈A∞(Y )
are given. Recall that X is the symmetric -stable process in Rn. A measurable function
f is in the Kato class K(X ) of X if
lim
r↓0
sup
x∈Rn
∫
B(x;r)
|f(y)|
|x − y|n− dy = 0:
The following two results are proved in Chen and Kim (2003).
Theorem 4.5. Suppose that D is a bounded C1;1 open set in Rn and q is a measurable
function such that for every relatively compact open set U ⊂ D; q1U ∈K(X ). If there
exists constant c¿ 0; 8¡ 2( − 1) + (2 − )=n and a compact subset K of D such
that |q(x)|6 c'D(x)−8 for x∈D \ K , then q∈S∞(Y ).
Theorem 4.6. If D is a bounded C1;1 open set and F is a function on D × D with
|F(x; y)|6C|x − y|8 for some 8¿ and C ¿ 0, then F ∈A∞(Y ).
Now let
 (r) := 2−(n+) 
(
n+ 
2
)−1 ∫ ∞
0
s(n+)=2−1 e−s=4−r
2=s ds;
which is a smooth function of r2, and m¿ 0 as a constant. We deIne
Kmt := exp
( ∑
0¡s6t
ln(1 + Fm(Ys−; Ys))−A(n;−)
×
∫ t
0
∫
D
Fm(Ys; y)|Ys − y|−−n dy ds
)
;
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where Fm(x; y) :=  (m1=|x−y|)− 1. We know from (Chen and Song, to appear) that
Fm is non-positive on (D × D) \ d, and it satisIes
inf
x;y∈D
Fm(x; y)¿− 1 and |Fm(x; y)|6C|x − y|2; (x; y)∈D × D:
Thus
|ln(1 + Fm(x; y))|6 c|x − y|2:
Also we have
sup
x∈D
∣∣∣∣
∫
D
Fm(x; y)|x − y|−−n dy
∣∣∣∣6 c sup
x∈D
∫
D
|x − y|−−n+2 dy6 c:
Therefore
ln(1 + Fm)∈A∞(Y ) and
∫
D
Fm(·; y)| · −y|−−n dy∈S∞(Y ):
In Chen and Kim (2003), we obtained Ymt , (transient) censored -relativistic stable
process with parameter m¿ 0 from Y through nonlocal Feynman–Kac transform Kmt
for ∈ (1; 2). That is,
Ex[f(Ymt )] := Ex[f(Yt)K
m
t ]
for every positive Borel measurable function f, and x → Ex[Km	 ] is bounded be-
tween two positive constants. Thus as a consequence of Theorem 4.4, we have the
following.
Theorem 4.7. If u is a positive harmonic function with respect Ym, then for +-a.e.
z ∈ @D,
lim
x∈A8z→z
u(x) exists for every 8¿ 1:
Remark 4.8. Let .m := Px0 (limt↑	 Y
m
t ∈ dz) be the harmonic measure of Ym in D. By
Theorem 3.11 in Chen (2002), There exists p¿ 1 such that Ex[(Km	 )
p] is bounded
between two positive constants. Since Km	 is strictly positive and
Px
(
lim
t↑	
Y mt ∈A
)
= Ex
[
1A
(
lim
t↑	
Yt
)
Km	
]
6
(
Px
(
lim
t↑	
Yt ∈A
))1=q
(Ex[(Km	 )
p])1=p ¡∞
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for every Borel subset A ⊂ @D where q := p=(p− 1); Px(limt↑	 Y mt ∈ dz) is mutually
absolutely continuous with respect to Px(limt↑	 Yt ∈ dz). Thus Theorem 4.7 is also true
for .m-a.e. z ∈ @D.
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